The majority of previous works (e.g. 1-3) on RF-induced heating of guide wires during their MRI guidance focused on tip heating in either fully-immersed or tip-immersed (and otherwise free) guide wires of a particular resonant length. This work aims at simulating real clinical conditions using a product guide wire and a same-length conductive wire partially inserted into a torso-size phantom. Through the usage of practical insertion length and scan parameters, it is demonstrated that heating can occur in different parts of wires not necessarily of resonant lengths. Significant heating occurred at the insertion point, independent of tip heating, with a strong correlation to excitation frequency-dependent imaging parameters. Heat transfer through the wire was demonstrated to be a safety concern. From our experiments, we have been able to demonstrate additional impacting factors that increase the complexity of safety considerations for the use of conductive guide wires during MR imaging.
Results: Fig.1 illustrates typical resonant length heating characteristics at the copper wire tip. However, insertion point heating was also observed for certain conditions, sometimes independently from tip heating. Fig. 2 depicts insertion point heating, which does not correlate with tip point heating. A similar heating behaviour was observed for MT pulse frequency offsets ranging from 400-500 Hz. As suggested by Fig. 3 , insertion point heating also takes places over a range of excitation frequencies, which are typical for multi-slice imaging. Fig. 4 illustrates heat transfer along the wire. The insertion point, which had heated considerably less than the tip during the scan, re-heated again after scan completion as a result of heat transfer through the guide wire material from the hotter tip.
Discussion:
The absolute temperature values, reported in this study, are not as high as usually encountered in the literature because it did not aim to identify the worst-case heating scenario for a particular experimental setup. No attempts were made to adjust the conductive properties of the wires and phantom filling to achieve substantial heating. Instead, the purpose of the study was to identify potential safety concerns relevant to real clinical applications. As we have demonstrated, the guide wire insertion point can experience RF-induced heating on its own. Since the insertion point represents the boundary between two media with different electrical properties, the heating pattern observed at this point is more complex. The sensitivity of heating to excitation frequency is another potential hazard, which will be encountered during guide wire navigation since slice position and orientation have to be constantly varied during real-time intervention guidance. Our results suggest that the conclusion concerning RF safety of a particular device cannot be reached basing on measuring tip temperature of the fully embedded device imaged at the Larmor frequency of the scanner, even when the device's length is close to the resonant one. Safety under a particular set of conditions does not imply safety in all possible conditions. Heat transfer through the guide wire material is another concern. When any part of the wire is heated (for instance, the free distant tip as was demonstrated in 4), the heat will propagate to other parts, including those in thermal contact with biological tissues. 
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